Don’t just discover shadow IT, control IT

with CloudSOC™ Audit and ProxySG/WSS integration

CloudSOC Audit empowers ProxySG and Web Security Service (WSS) with rich Shadow IT visibility and controls, including dynamic policy enforcement based on the latest app intelligence. In addition, the CloudSOC CASB solution has been enhanced to simplify deployment with Symantec’s ProxySG/WSS solutions, ensuring optimal user experience when deploying both web security and cloud security.

For info on other CASB integrations go.symantec.com/casb
Optimize deployment of web security and cloud security

Gain deep visibility of Shadow IT
Empower your Symantec ProxySG or WSS solution with deep visibility into Shadow IT using your existing management console and hardware. In addition, each app is assigned a customizable Business Readiness Rating™ (BRR) based on hundreds of security metrics for tens of thousands of applications, enabling you to easily identify potentially risky sites.

Automate policy controls
Leverage rich cloud app information from Audit AppFeed to automate ProxySG/WSS policy controls. In addition to app name, create policies based on app type, risk attribute and business readiness rating that dynamically adapt to current traffic, reducing administrative overhead.

Simplify deployment of CASB and SWG
The combined solution from Symantec streamlines the user experience with simplified proxy chaining, unified authentication, automated log ingestion, and user interface integration.
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